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INTRODUCTION 
Let r be a set of primes; a group G is said to be n homogeneous if 
N,(H)/C,(H) is a w group whenever His a n subgroup of G. G is said to be r 
closed if the set of r elements in G forms a normal subgroup of G. 
Denote the symmetric group of degree n by S”. A group G is S*-free if S* 
is not involved in G. 
G. Glauberman [3] has proved the following powerful theorem: 
THEOREM. A nonabelian simple group G is S*-free if and only if G has a 
nonidentity strongly closed abelian 2-group. 
Glauberman’s theorem together with Goldschmidt [4] enables us to classify 
all simple 3’ homogeneous groups. This classification is Theorem A. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a nonabelian simple 3’ homogeneous group. Then 
G ‘v S.Z(~~~+~) or PSL(2, 22n+1), n > 1. 
Let G be a group. If Ai is a subset of G, for i = I,..., n, then H = 
(Ai / i = I,..., n) denotes the subgroup of G generated by elements of the 
sets Ai . JJbl H, denotes the direct product of subgroups Hi. 
Theorem B provides a characterization for certain 3’ homogeneous groups. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a jkite group of order greater than 1 which satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(I) G is 3’ homogeneous, 
(2) G is generated by elements of order 3, 
(3) O,(G) = O,,(G) = 1. 
Then G = n:=, T, , where Ti cv PSL(2,2”i+l), ni 2 1. 
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Throughout this section assume G is a 3’ homogeneous group. If H is a 
subgroup of G, let Hj denote a Sylow j subgroup of H. 
It has been shown [2] that if K n G, and if K and G/K are 3-closed, then G 
is 3-closed. 
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose 3 j ] G /. Let H be a 2 subgroup of G. It is 
easy to show that G is S4-free if and only if whenever H is a 2-subgroup of G, 
then Sa is not involved in N,(H)/C,(H). Since G is 3’ homogeneous, 
3 ‘I 1 No(H)/C,(H)I for H a 2-group. Thus Glauberman’s theorem implies 
if S, is a Sylow 2 subgroup of G, then S, is a nontrivial strongly closed abelian 
2 group. Hence [4] implies G is from a list of known simple groups. A check 
of this list implies G E PSL(2, 22n+1). If 3 7 1 G 1, then G N S.Z(~~“+~). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose W = nf=, Ti where Ti ‘v PSL(2,2”z+l), n, 2 1. 
Then for any prime j, Wj = nf=, T,,i where Tisj = Wj n Ti is a Sylow j 
subgroup of Ti . Let W, = Q,(Z( W,)). If K = (W, , W,), then K = W. 
Proof. Let T,I., denote a Sylow j subgroup of Ti . Then Tisj C Wjx for 
some x E W. Since W is a direct product of the Ti , x = ab where a E Ti , 
b E JJ T. Hence T!‘:’ 223 3 * = T!xy’ C Wj and T$ is a Sylow j subgroup of 
Ti . Thus T,,j = TiFJyl”” Wj n”bd, so that the first result follows. 
Since Ti,3 is a nonidentity cyclic group for all i, W, is abelian. Thus, 
sZ,(Z(W,)) = Q,(W,) = nI=, Ti,3 where Ti,3 = Ql(Ti,3). 
If K = (W, , m3), then K contains the subgroup Ki = (Ti,, , Ti,3) and 
Xi < Ti . Now Ei > Ti,, and T:J, where xi E T& . Thus Ki contains at 
least two conjugates of Ti.2 . Since the Sylow 2 subgroups of Ti are TI 
subgroups, I Ki I = b I Ti.2 I (Si I Ti.2 I + 1). However I Ti I/l NT-JT~,JI = 
1 Ti,, I + 1. Thus si = 1 so that Ki contains all the conjugates of Ti,2 . Thus 
Ki contains the subgroup of Ti generated by all elements of order 2. Since Ti 
is simple, Ki = Ti . Hence K 2 (Ti 1 i = l,..., t) which implies K = W. 
Let G E Hypothesis B, if G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem B. 
Suppose GE Hypothesis B and N is a proper normal subgroup of G. 
Since G is generated by its 3 elements, 3 1 1 G/N I. 
LEMMA 2. Assume G E Hypothesis B and W is a proper normal subgroup of 
G such that W = JJL, Ti , where Ti E PSL(2, 22ni+1), ni 3 1. Then G = 
w x C,(W). 
Proof. Since G E Hypothesis B, 3 I 1 G/W I. Theorem 1.3.7 of [5] implies 
G = Nc( W,)W. Thus / G I3 = 1 NG(w2)i3 I w 13/i w n WW, = 
1 NG(W2)13 j W, l/l Nw(W2)!3. AS in Lemma 1, w2 = ni=, Ti.2, w3 = 
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l-I;=, Ti.3 where lVX n Ti = Tis, and Ti,3 = W, n Ti are Sylow 2 and 
Sylow 3 subgroups of Ti . Since Ti,3 is cyclic of order greater than 1 for all i, 
w, is abelian. Further sZ,( W,) = W, = Q,(Z(W,)) = ni=, Ti,3 where 
Ti.3 = <xi> = Q,(Ti,J. 
Suppose / N,( W,)j, > 1. Let x be an element of order 3 in N,( W,). With 
a possible change in notation, we may assume x E ma. Thus x = n~=r xp. 
Now Wtx = W, implies T& C W, for i = I,..., r. However Tix, = Tt$ 
implies T$ c W, n Ti = Ti,%. If xjt # 1, then Tz”,:i n Ti,z = 1. Thus 
xfi = 1 for all i, so that / Nw( W,)i, = 1. 
Hence / G 1s = j NG( Wz)IB 1 W, 1 (*). Let H be a Sylow 3 subgroup of 
No( W,). Let H C Gs . Theorem 1.3.8 of [5] implies Ga n W = W, is a 
Sylow 3 subgroup of W. Equation (*) implies Ga = HW, and H n W, = 1. 
Since G is 3’ homogeneous, H C C,( W,). Further H _C NG(W3) implies 
H C NG( W,). Hence H C NG( W,) n C,( WJ. 
We claim H C Nc( Ftii,J for i = I,..., Y. Fix i. Since Ti N PSL(2,2sni+r), 
nj ‘3 1; we may pick a particular 7j E Tj,p such that Tjsa_” TJ.$ = 1. Let 
?i = njzi 7j. Now Ti,s C W, n W;i and (TV, H) C N( W, n TV?). 
Let x E W, n m2, then ni=, x2 = x where (x& = Tk,s. Thus x7< = 
xi”i rIkfi xp. However, xi, E ma implies $1 J&,i xp = I$=, x?. Hence, 
if K # i, then xFx~~~ = 1. Thus xp = ~2. The choice of ~~ implies 
sk = 0. Thus W, n W;i = T.si so that H C N(Ts,J. 
Since I Ts,i I = 3, H C C,( Ti,s) for i = l,..., r. Thus H C C,( ms , W,). 
Lemma 1 implies H C C,(W). 
Let K = C,(W). Clearly K n W = 1. If N = K x W, then N n G and 
IGi,]INI.ThusN=G. 
Proof of Theorem B. We proceed by induction on j G /. Thus if N is a 
subgroup of G such that NE Hypothesis B, then N satisfies Theorem B. 
If G is simple, then Theorem A implies the result. Let K be any proper 
normal subgroup of G. Since O,(K) and O,,(K) are normal in G, O,(K) = 
O,(K) = 1. Also 3 1 I G/K I. 
Let V be a maximal normal subgroup of G and let W be the subgroup of V 
generated by the 3 elements of V. Then W a G, and 1 W I > 1. Thus 
O,(W) = O,,(W) = 1, W is generated by its 3 elements, and W is 3’ homo- 
geneous. Hence W = nI=, Ti where Ti ‘v PSL(2, 22ni+1), ni > 1. 
Lemma 2 implies G = C,(W) x W. Since V 2 W, V = C,(W) x W. 
The definition of W implies (I V/W I, 3) = 1. Thus C,(W) C O,,(V) = 1. 
Hence V = W so that G = C,(V) x V. 
Now G/V 31 C,(V) implies C,(V) is a simple 3’ homogeneous group such 
that 3 1 1 C,( V)l. Theorem A implies C,(V) is a 3 group or C,(V) N 
PSL(2, 22n+1), n > 1. If / C,(V)1 = 3, then G = C,(V) x V implies 
O,(G) > 1. Thus C,(V) e PSL(2, 22”+1) and the theorem is proved. 
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